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Smart
Mobility
It is estimated that 80%
of all innovations in the
automotive industry today
are directly or indirectly
enabled by electronics.
With vehicle functionality
improving with every
new model this means a
continuous increase in
the semiconductor content
per car.
With over 30 years’
experience in automotive
electronics, ST is a solid,
innovative, and reliable
partner with whom
to build the future of
transportation.
ST’s Smart Mobility
products and solutions
are making driving
safer, greener and more
connected through the
combination of several
of our technologies.

SAFER
Driving is safer thanks to our Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) – vision
processing, radar, imaging and sensors, as well as our adaptive lighting systems, user
display and monitoring technologies.

GREENER

80%

of all innovations
in the automotive
industry today
are enabled by
electronics

Driving is greener with our automotive processors for engine management units,
engine management systems, high-efficiency smart power electronics at the heart of all
automotive sub-systems and devices for hybrid and electric vehicle applications.

MORE CONNECTED
And vehicles are more connected using our infotainment-system and telematics
processors and sensors, as well as our radio tuners and amplifiers, positioning
technologies, and secure car-to-car and car-to-infrastructure (V2X) connectivity solutions.
ST supports a wide range of automotive applications, from Powertrain for ICE, Chassis
and Safety, Body and Convenience to Telematics and Infotainment, paving the way to the
new era of car electrification, advanced driving systems and secure car connectivity.
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ADAS

ADAS

systems constantly
monitor the vehicle
surroundings,
alert the driver of
hazardous road
conditions,
and take corrective
actions
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Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) aim to drastically reduce
road accidents and the associated casualties by helping drivers avoid
collisions altogether. These systems react faster than any human,
are constantly vigilant, and are already being adopted and deployed
across various car segments, from premium to economy models.
ADAS systems constantly monitor the vehicle surroundings, alert the
driver of hazardous road conditions, and take corrective actions, such
as slowing or stopping the vehicle. These systems use inputs from
multiple sensors, such as cameras and radars. The fusion of these
inputs is processed and the information is delivered to the driver
and other parts of the system. The same sensor technologies can
be used both in the current ADAS systems and in the upcoming fully
autonomous driving systems (level 4 and 5).
Camera-based technologies provide high-reliability and adaptability
for a wide-range of driver assistance applications, for example lane
keeping, pedestrian detection, traffic sign recognition, rear view
camera, driver monitoring, electronic mirror. Radar-based ADAS uses
two different carrier frequencies, 24 GHz for narrow band and 77 GHz
for wide band applications, to support features such as blind-spot
detection, automatic emergency braking and adaptive cruise control.
ST has a leading-edge product portfolio including 24 GHz and 77
GHz Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuits (MMIC), CMOS High
Dynamic Range (HDR) image sensors and advanced Image Signal
Processors (ISP) with dedicated HW engines for video analytics
and lens correction. ST also has a wide range of Automotive
Microcontrollers, Security ICs and Power Management ICs to ensure
the reliability of the mission-critical ADAS systems.

KEY APPLICATIONS
Short-medium range
RADAR

Machine Vision
System

Long-range
RADAR

Driver
Monitoring

Rear View
Camera

Surround
View

Vision

Short-medium range
RADAR

Radar

SOLUTIONS
ST’s key products and solutions for ADAS applications include:

Image Signal
Processor

Power
Management

EOS and ESD
Protection
32-bit Automotive Microcontrollers

Image Sensor

Automotive
Radar Transceiver

Ultrafast and
Schottky diodes

HW & SW Development Tools – Sample Kits, Evaluation Kits, Product Selectors

FIND OUT MORE
www.st.com/adas
24GHz RADAR
77GHz RADAR
Rear View Camera

High Resolution Thermal Camera
Driver Monitoring System (DMS)
Machine Vision Systems
In-Vehicle High Speed Network
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Automotive
Radar solutions

ST

Automotive radar is an essential component of Advanced Driver
Assistance Systems (ADAS). Short- and long-range radar sensors
monitor a vehicle’s surroundings in real-time, providing critical data to
ADAS systems in order to improve driver safety and comfort.
From short- (SRR) to long-range (LRR) applications, automotive radars
offer high versatility and precision, being indispensable building blocks
for the Assisted (SAE Automation Levels 0 to 2) up to Autonomous
(SAE Automation Levels 3 to 5) levels of driving automation.

comes with both
SOLUTIONS FOR AUTOMOTIVE RADAR SYSTEM DESIGNS
24-GHz and 77-GHz
According to the level of assistance required, radar systems enable
MMIC-based
today ADAS features such as:
radar solutions

• Lane Departure Warning (LDW)
• Blind-Spot Detection (BSD)
• Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB)
• Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
ST comes with both 24-GHz and 77-GHz MMIC-based radar solutions,
supporting automotive engineers with its extensive experience and
a comprehensive portfolio of Automotive Radar Transceiver and
Power Management ICs specifically designed to meet the stringent
Automotive Safety Integrity Level (ASIL) requirements. Our portfolio
also features a wide selection of automotive protection ICs to
complete the design’s BOM.

FIND OUT MORE
www.st.com/radar
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24 GHz RADAR
24 GHz radars are used to sense the environment around the vehicle and offer a proven and cost
effective solution. These radar systems are aimed at features such as blind-spot detection, rear
cross traffic alerts, collision avoidance and for simpler AEB and ACC systems.
STRADA431 24 GHz transceiver Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuit (MMIC) includes one
transmitter and three receivers and is specifically designed for use in Advanced Driver Assistance
Systems (ADAS). It integrates voltage regulators to supply the internal core to simplify system
design and is fully configurable via a simple SPI interface.

12 V

Power Supply
Protection
SMxTY

Voltage Regulator
L5965

Regulated voltages

x1

Tx

x3

Rx

CAN bus

Dataline ESD
Protection
ESDCAN0x

CAN Transceiver
L9616

MCU

ADC

SPI

24GHz
Transceiver
STRADA431

Analog

FIND OUT MORE
www.st.com/24-ghz-radar
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77 GHz RADAR
77 GHz radars enhance automotive safety by enabling vehicles to identify dangerous situations and
prevent crashes. They are used to detect different kinds of obstacles such as other vehicles and
pedestrians in the 30 to 250 meters range, even in low visibility conditions.
The information provided by the radars is used in ADAS system responsible for multiple applications
including autonomous emergency braking and adaptive cruise control.

12 V

Power Supply
Protection
SMxTY

Voltage
Regulator
L5965

Regulated voltages

Flash mem.

CAN bus
Dataline ESD
Protection
ESDCAN0x

SPI/I2C

CAN Transceiver
L9616
MPU

MIPI
D-PHY/CSI-2

FIND OUT MORE
www.st.com/77-ghz-radar
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Automotive
Camera solutions

ST

offers the cuttingedge solutions
for Automotive
Cameras

When embedded with advanced computer vision algorithms to create
a complete machine vision system, automotive cameras offer a
disruptive solution for Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS).
The increasingly stringent government regulations are boosting the
adoption of automotive cameras both in light and heavy commercial
vehicles, segmenting the current market into various system solutions
such as Rear View Camera, Surround View Camera, e-Mirror and
Driver Monitoring System (DMS).
ST offers the cutting-edge solutions for Automotive Cameras, thanks
to its comprehensive portfolio including state-of-the-art HDR CMOS
image sensors, versatile Image Signal Processors (ISP) with dedicated
hardware engines for video analytics and lens correction and multiple
voltage regulators specifically designed to have a flexible and
configurable power scheme and to support applications that must
comply with Automotive Safety Integrity Level (ASIL) requirements.

FIND OUT MORE
www.st.com/automotive-cameras
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REAR VIEW CAMERA
ST smart cameras enable ADAS applications like rear or surround view systems and electronic
mirrors. Our chip sets include state-of-the-art HDR image sensors and versatile image signal
processors that provide excellent flicker-free image quality at HD resolution. Real time processing
eliminates the need for costly external memory. Dedicated functions are available for fish-eye
correction, detection of moving objects, trajectory and obstacle overlays, H264 or JPEG
compression and a variety of interfaces including Ethernet.

12 V

Smart Power
Switch
VN700x

Power Supply
Protection
SMxTY

Ethernet
Transceiver

Infotainment
Head Unit

Ethernet bus

FIND OUT MORE
www.st.com/rear-camera
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Voltage Regulator
L5965

Image Signal
Processor
STV0991

Image
Sensor
VG6640

HIGH RESOLUTION THERMAL CAMERA
Driving assistance and autonomous driving systems need to be able to operate even in low visibility
conditions or complete darkness.
Thermal sensors provide an advantage in such situations due to their independence from ambient
light levels and their passive nature (no need to illuminate the scene). Used with other sensors,
they enable accurate detection and classification of surrounding objects such as vehicles, people,
animals and other obstacles. Moreover, thermal sensors improve the reliability and redundancy
required for self-driving cars.
STMicroelectronics and AdaSky have collaborated on a silicon solution. Using ST's proprietary
28nm FD-SOI technology delivering high-performance processing capabilities, AdaSky designed
the chip in-house and then worked with ST for implementation and testing. Viper is a complete
sensing solution from AdaSky combining a FIR (Far Infrared) thermal camera with computer-vision
algorithms to enable vehicles to sense and analyze their surroundings in any weather or lighting
condition.
Further information about Adasky can be found at https://www.adasky.com/

FIND OUT MORE
www.st.com/thermal-camera
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DRIVER MONITORING SYSTEM (DMS)
Designed to monitor the in-cabin vehicle alertness, the Driver Monitoring System (DMS) is critical
for supporting highly autonomous driving functions, not only by recognizing the driver, but also
monitoring their level of vigilance and detecting drowsiness signals as early as possible.
Suitable also for detecting cabin passengers, child seat occupancy or posture analysis, this
technology can further enhance the Infotainment interface by enabling touch-free gesture control
functions, bring the safety concept to its highest level and encouraging a smarter adoption of driver
assistance functions.
ST comes with a scalable solution for Driver Monitoring System (DMS) applications, thanks to
its HDR Global Shutter sensor (1.6 and 2.3 Mpixel versions available). Together with an ASIL-D
compliant Multichannel Voltage regulator, automotive LED drivers, and MEMS sensors, ST’s
DMS solutions ensure the best flexibility for high-end computer vision applications in very critical
environments.
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FIND OUT MORE
www.st.com/dms
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Machine
Vision Systems

The evolution of Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) technologies represents
a significant step towards the realisation of fully connected and autonomous driving
vehicles. These rely heavily on machine vision systems that run sophisticated algorithms
in order to attain a surroundings perception level equivalent to or exceeding that of
a human being.
In the long-standing cooperation between MobilEye and STMicroelectronics, ST provides
extensive design resources as well as expertise in automotive quality and reliability
standards compliance.
Further information about Mobileye can be found at: http://www.mobileye.com

FIND OUT MORE
www.st.com/machine-vision
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In-Vehicle High Speed
Network

Smarter vehicles have become an extension of our ever-connected lives: cameras,
sensors, controls and entertainment, all form part of today’s driving experience.
The evolution towards more advanced and sophisticated ADAS features and higher
levels of driving automation is creating heavy data bandwidth demands on the on-board
communication network. Traditional communication protocols are struggling to meet the
bandwidth requirements of the multitude of sensors and subsystems needed for ADAS.
The HDBaseT Automotive technology is the solution to the in-vehicle connectivity
challenges. It is a derivative of HDBaseT, a mature, proven and standardized technology
for the transmission of high-definition audio and video, controls, Ethernet, USB and
even power in the consumer electronics and professional audiovisual markets. This
combination of high bandwidth, high performance, feature-rich capabilities, and an
existing infrastructure makes an HDBaseT solution ideal for in-vehicle networking.
STMicroelectronics and Valens have worked closely to enable HDBaseT Automotive
technology to be built into the next-generation of connected cars. The highly efficient
technology optimizes in-vehicle connectivity by enabling the transmission of reliable 6
Gbps high-throughput infotainment, road safety, and automotive-control content over a
low-cost infrastructure with near-zero latency. Valens, as the inventor of HDBaseT and
founder of the HDBaseT Alliance, brings the technology and expertise to accomplish
the goal of commercializing HDBaseT-enabled vehicles; STMicroelectronics contributes
with its extensive design and manufacturing experience and in-depth knowledge of
compliance with the strict automotive quality and reliability requirements.
Further information about Valens can be found at:www.valens.com

FIND OUT MORE
www.st.com/valens
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Key
Technologies

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT AND MANUFACTURING
To keep its technology edge, ST maintains a strong
commitment to innovation, with approximately 7,400
people working in R&D and product design and
spending about 16% of its revenue in R&D. Among
the industry’s global technology leaders, ST owns
and continuously refreshes a substantial patent
library (~17,000 patents; ~9,500 patent families
and ~500 new patent filings per year).
The Company draws on a rich pool of chipmanufacturing technologies, including advanced
FD-SOI (Fully Depleted Silicon-on-Insulator) CMOS
(Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor),
differentiated Imaging technologies, RF-SOI (RF
Silicon-On-Insulator), BiCMOS, BCD (Bipolar,
CMOS, DMOS), Silicon Carbide, VIPower™,
and MEMS technologies.
ST believes in the benefits of owning manufacturing
facilities and operating them in close proximity to its
R&D operations.
ST has a worldwide network of front-end (wafer
fabrication) and back-end (assembly, test and
packaging) plants. ST’s principal wafer fabs are
located in Agrate Brianza and Catania (Italy), Crolles,
Rousset, and Tours (France), and in Singapore.
These are complemented by assembly-and-test
facilities located in China, Malaysia, Malta, Morocco,
the Philippines, and Singapore.

VIPower™
VIPower™ is a technology developed by ST and
in production since 1991. Vertical Intelligent Power
technologies provide control, protection and
diagnostics for medium/high power automotive
loads. The technology combines Vertical Double
Diffused MOS Power devices with their own
temperature and current sensors and CMOS and
HV components for Power-Analog-Mixed design.
VIPowerTM technology is the perfect choice for the
control of automotive exterior and interior lighting, DC
motors for seat adjustment, door locks and window
lifts, resistive heaters and any kind of power load
that needs control and sensing as well as power.
VIPowerTM products are replacing a host of electromechanical solutions, and providing lower power,
lower chip count and lower pin-count solutions.
VIPowerTM technology will play a key role in the
move towards electric vehicles. The smart 48V
networks used in Mild and Full Hybrid cars require
intelligent power switches to drive highand lowsided loads and electric motors, with very low losses
and high current sense accuracy, all monitored via
the connections to the ECUs
microcontroller.
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Development
Tools
PRODUCT SELECTORS, SAMPLES, EVALUATION BOARDS
ST provides a set of Smart Selectors tuned to the needs of the Automotive Industry. Once the appropriate products have been
selected, a widerange of samples and evaluation boards are available to help you get started and reduce your development
times. In addition to boards, ST provides schematics, BOM and Gerber files to facilitate your hardware design and
demonstration software packages are available too.

VIPowerTM Smart Selector
VIPower’s Smart Selector is designed to help and assist users to
choose the best VIPowerTM high/low-side switch or H-bridge device for
their Automotive application.
All you need to do is select a few parameters related to your specific
application, and the selector provides the relevant device. Parameters
include nominal voltage (12V for automotive cars or 24V for trucks), a
topology (high-side, low-side or h-bridge), the number of channels and
type of load to drive (bulbs, motors, etc.). The selection can be further
refined by setting source type (DC or PWM), temperature and PCB type.

FIND OUT MORE
www.st.com/vipower-smartselector

VIPower-FINDER
VIPower-FINDER is the application available for Android™ and iOS™
that allows you to explore the ST VIPower product portfolio using
portable devices. You can easily define the device that best fits your
application using the smart or the parametric search engine. You can
also find your product thanks to the efficient part number search engine.
Key Features
• Smart, parametric or part number search capability for product
• Technical datasheet downloading and off-line consulting
• Ability to share technical documentation via social media or via email
• Available on Android™ and iOS™ app stores

FIND OUT MORE
www.st.com/vipower-finder
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The on-line smartest selector for
Low/high-side switches and H-bridges
STEP 1

Select Line Voltage (12 V for cars or 24 V for trucks)

STEP 2

Select Device Topology (LS, HS or H-Bridge)

STEP 3

Adjust your choice
(channels, load type, etc.)

...You
can then

Get the list of the devices suitable for your application
Click “Compare” for product parametric comparison

Run TwisterSIM, a thermal/electrical simulator to view detailed
thermal information or simply to test specific corner conditions.
www.st.com/twistersim

SPC5 AUTOMOTIVE MCU EVALUATION TOOLS:
EASIER EVALUATION AND FASTER DEVELOPMENT
A complete range of hardware evaluation and emulation tools supports the SPC5 family of automotive microcontrollers. Discovery
and Premium development boards are available to support your development from preliminary evaluation through to advanced
solution development.
ST Discovery boards, available for each product line, enable a quick and easy way to evaluate the microcontroller’s main features.
The expansion connector makes it easy to plug-in application and extension modules for rapid prototyping.
ST Premium boards, available for all lines and packages, provide user access to the device’s complete feature set and
functionalities for advanced development. The SPC5 motherboards, used in combination with adapters, enable full access to
all of the MCU’s signals and peripherals (such as CAN, SPI, LIN, FlexRAY and Ethernet).
The offer is complemented by a series of emulation solutions for high-speed tracing, monitoring and bypassing.
A full range of state-of-the-art tools and software from major third parties are also available for the SPC5 family.

Discovery kits
Quick starter kit for
early evaluation
ST Discovery boards enable the user for a
quick evaluation of main device features

SPC5 MCUs
toolchain

SPC5Studio

Freeware Eclipse based
Development Studio

SPC5Studio integrates our Resources
Configurator, Code Generator supporting
major third party tools

Premium boards

Complete HW solutions for
advanced development
ST Premium boards ensure full access to
device’s features and functionalities

Embedded Software &
AUTOSAR Solutions

Drivers and Software Libraries
Crypto and flash SW Libraries
Core & Instruction Self test Libraries
AUTOSAR MCAL

FIND OUT MORE
www.st.com/auto-sp5-mcu-evaltools
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At STMicroelectronics
we create
technology that
starts with You
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For more information on ST products and solutions, visit www.st.com

Order code: BRAUTOADAS0720
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